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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores the usage of English in the Peterborough Chronicle in relation to
status, history, and the larger Anglo-Saxon identity in post-Conquest England. The interpolation
of the annal for the year 675 functions alongside Latin documentation created around the same
time in the twelfth century in order to create documentation attesting to status and property
formerly justified through oral traditions. Furthermore, entries in the Peterborough Chronicle
place an importance on local history that is seen nowhere else in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, as
evidenced by the 675 annal as well as annals concerning the Norman Conquest. Peterborough’s
1066 annal emphasizes local history, and the events that befall Peterborough immediately postConquest mirror those that befall England as a whole, entwining local history within the larger
national narrative and elevating the status of Peterborough to equal that of England. While
annals in the Peterborough Chronicle concerning William, his legacy as king and his creation of
the Domesday Book focus on the larger English narrative with no direct mention of
Peterborough’s local history, the homiletic and personal nature of the 1086 annal and the poem
“The Rime of William,” a well as the established connection between Peterborough and the
larger English narrative, the suffering of England as a whole is equated to suffering on a local
and personal level. These annals utilize English as a language of dissent in order to voice the
lament of the English people at their suffering under William, and the adoption of a foreign style
of poetic verse emphasizes the mourning of the loss of Anglo-Saxon culture while retaining a
language that serves as one of the last enduring aspects of the Anglo-Saxon past.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Before I can begin to explore the details of specific annals and interpolations within the
Peterborough Chronicle, I should first establish the history of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and its
various manuscripts, three of which I will be addressing in this thesis (A, D, and E), as well as
the history of Peterborough itself, as the composer of the copied and interpolated entries of the
Peterborough Chronicle emphasized the history of his abbey and elevated its status to equal that
of the larger history of England as a whole. This chapter details these histories as a background
for the rest of this thesis.

History of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle

Sometime during the reign of King Alfred the Great in the late ninth century, the AngloSaxons created a collection of annals, known today as the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, in an effort to
revive learning and national awareness in England. The Chronicle was written as a series of
annals, where year numbers were listed followed by a short summation of the important events
that occurred during that year. The Chronicle traced England’s history starting from the Roman
conquest of the native Britons in the year 60BC and leading up through more contemporary
events, with the latest manuscripts being maintained through the twelfth century. The Chronicle
was written as a composite document, utilizing sources such as Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica
Gentis Anglorum, various textual histories, and local oral traditions. The Chronicle, in turn, was
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often used as reference material for various later historical documents such as Hugh Candidus’s
Peterborough Chronicle and Latin legal documentation.1
What separated the Chronicle from other national histories written all over contemporary
Europe was the fact that it was written not in Latin but in the Anglo-Saxons’ native English:
“[The Chronicle was the] first continuous national history of any western people in their own
language.”2 The English language was established enough at the time to be considered an
appropriate medium for a written record, creating a document encapsulating not only the history
of the English people but, as the Chronicle was continued, the history and evolution of their
language as well, although this was not part of the original intent.
The origins of the Chronicle can be traced back to notes in the margins of Easter Tables –
calendars for calculating the date of Easter each year. These notes were necessarily brief and
objective, similar in style to the early entries in the Chronicle. These early annals are terse,
utilize standard factual terms, and rarely use descriptive language such as adjectives and adverbs.
They were meant simply to record events as they happened, without any kind of descriptive or
subjective input on the part of the author or scribe.3
However, as time went on, the writing in the Chronicle began to become more
elaborate. In the late tenth century and early eleventh, annalists began to offer explanation for
and commentary on events. There is also more attention given to the character of the persons
named in annals of this period, and style and diction are richer and more descriptive, with an
expanded vocabulary, the inclusion of speculation and circumstantial events and even rhetorical
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Ed. Michael Swanton, The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (New York: Routledge, 1998), xvii-xiv.
Ibid. xx.
3
Cecily Clark, “The Narrative Mode of ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle,’” in England Before the Conquest, ed. Peter
Clemoes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 215-218.
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devices. 4 The evolution of the style of the Chronicle continues along these lines, with an
increasingly personal tone, a wider and more colorful use of vocabulary, and the eventual
inclusion of poetry. It is in these changes and the comparison of older annals to new that shows
the development of English usage and style in the Chronicle. The contrast is especially
important when discussing the interpolations of the annals in the Peterborough Chronicle, which
I will introduce later in the chapter.
As an important historical document, the Chronicle was subject to the practice of
depositing duplicate copies of important documents for greater security. Cathedrals,
monasteries, and other locations of royal patronage received copies of such important works for
their own collections. In being circulated for copying amongst various locations all throughout
Anglo-Saxon England, the Chronicle was also maintained and kept up to date in many locations.
This resulted in multiple copies of the Chronicle, six of which are extant today, now labeled from
A-F, and a fragment of years 1113-14 labeled H. It is widely believed that the Chronicles all
descended from an original copy, referred to as the common stock, and then branched out into
the various inter-related manuscripts, written in both English and Latin, as they were copied at
various locations around England.
Manuscript A is the oldest surviving copy of the Chronicle available to historians. Its
English entries span up until the year 1070, shortly after the Norman Conquest of England. The
Chronicle entries are preceded by a copy of the West Saxon Regional Table, and a copy of the
Laws of Alfred and Ine were added to the manuscript in the tenth century. A single scribe
copied the annals from the beginning of the Chronicle through the year 891, and then major
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contemporary additions were added around the years 920, 950, 1000, and 10705. After the year
975, the manuscript diverges greatly from the rest of the extant versions of the Chronicle and
returns to the terse form of earlier entries, perhaps signaling that the manuscript was neglected
during this period and giving reason to its transfer to Canterbury. Parts of A were copied into
Manuscript G of the Chronicle between 1001 and 1012, and the manuscript was then transferred
to Canterbury in the late eleventh century to be used in the composition of Manuscript F, which I
will describe below.6 Manuscript A is of notable significance because it roughly comprises of
the common stock (the entries up through the year 891)7, and therefore I will be using it in this
essay as a baseline for comparison.
Manuscript B was written by a single scribe in the tenth century, covering the years
60BC-977, with two brief additions in Latin made under the annal sometime around 1100. Like
A, manuscript B contains a copy of the West Saxon Regional Table, which follows the entry for
the year 977. B is also closely related to C, with some parts copied directly. 8 Manuscript C
contained an initial entry for the year 60BC, then skipped to the entry for 1AD and was
continued contemporarily through the year 1066. C is of note due to the fact that the annals of
the Chronicle are preceded by a copy of the Alfredian translation of Orosius as well as the poems
The Menologium and Maxims II.9
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Thomas A. Bredhoft, Textual Histories: Readings in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 2001), 4.
6
Ed. Janet M. Bately, MS A, vol. 3 of The Anglo Saxon Chronicle, a Collaborative Edition (Cambridge: D. S.
Brewer, 1996), xiii.
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Bredhoft, Textual Histories,4.
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Ed. Simon Taylor, MS B, vol. 4 of The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, A Collaborative Edition (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer,
1983), xi.
9
Ed. Katherine O’Brien O’Keeffe, MS C, vol. 5 of The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, A Collaborative Edition
(Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2001), xv.
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The latter three manuscripts – D, E, and F – are all copied from a now-lost Northern
exemplar of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. This lost copy differed from other versions of the
Chronicle in that it added additional material from both Bede and eight-century Northumbrian
annals. D, written in the middle of the eleventh century, also took an unusual interest in AngloScandinavian relations and Scottish affairs, “[laying] emphasis on the virtues of Queen Margret
of Scotland and her English ancestry.”10
Manuscript F, written in Canterbury in the twelfth century11, is unique amongst other
copies of the Chronicle due to the fact that it is a bilingual production written in both English and
Latin. The scribe who compiled F worked both from A as well as the Northern exemplar, and
the crowding, insertions, corrections, and additions present in the text indicate that F was a
working copy. The text breaks off incompletely at the end of a gathering in the annal for the
year 1058.12 Manuscript G, written in the early eleventh century, is a transcript of A that
originally accompanied the Old English Bede that was almost entirely destroyed in the Cotton
fire of 1731 that also damaged the Beowulf manuscript. Manuscript H consists of a single leaf of
portions of the annals for years 1113 and 1114. The lone leaf is still of significance, however,
because it preserves an example of twelfth century chronicling separate from the Peterborough
Chronicle.13
Manuscript E, also known as the Peterborough Chronicle, is perhaps the most interesting
of the extant versions of the Chronicle. An earlier copy of the Peterborough Chronicle is
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Swanton, Chronicle, xxv.
Ed. Peter S. Baker, MS.F, vol. 8 of The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, A Collaborative Edition (Cambridge: D.S.
Brewer, 2000), ix.
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Ibid. 6.
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believed to have been lost in a fire at the monastery on Friday August 4th, 1116.14 Around 1121,
Peterborough monks borrowed a copy of the Chronicle, perhaps from a Kentish monastery, and
copied it up to date before continuing the entries on their own.15 It is the latest and longestmaintained manuscript of the Chronicle, running up through the year 1154. The manuscript can
be considered in three parts – the copied section, the First Continuation (1122-1131), and the
Second Continuation (1132-1154).
In studying the handwriting of the manuscript, scholars have determined that a single
scribe copied the sections from the borrowed copy and then wrote the First Continuation; the
copied material was completed in a very short amount of time, while the First Continuation was
written sporadically over a decade as events happened. This scribe also interlaced the local
history of Peterborough into the copied entries, working from various local Latin documents
available to him.16 The First Continuation as well as interpolations added by the first scribe after
mark a distinct change in the style and manner, using more descriptive language instead of the
terser, more conservative language of the copied text. The Second continuation was written by a
different scribe, and, instead of utilizing an older, standardized form of Old English as the first
two sections did, the later scribe used a colloquial form of early English, giving us one of the
earliest forms of written Middle English.
The Peterborough Chronicle is certainly a priceless example of the continued use and
status of English through Conquest and into the twelfth century. In this thesis, I examine the
scribe’s use of English in the interpolations and later annals of the Peterborough Chronicle, both

Susan Irvine, “The Production of the Peterborough Chronicle,” in Reading the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle: Language,
Literature,History, ed. Alice Jorgensen (Brepols, 2010), 49.
15
Swanton, Chronicle, xxvi.
16
Irvine, “Prodution,” 50-51.
14
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in the narrative and in the translation and incorporation of legal documentation, as compared to
other extant versions of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle as well as the earlier copied entries. This
investigation will consider three main topics: the usage of English in the telling of history, the
elevation of local history to the same status as national history (and the intertwining of the two),
and the relation of English to a greater Anglo-Saxon cultural and national identity.

History of Peterborough Abbey

The history of the monastery at Peterborough extends back to the seventh century, when
it was known as Medeshamstede (Medes refers to a nearby whirlpool called Medeswelle, and
hamstede means homestead).17 The minster was allegedly founded by Seaxwulf, who was
consecrated as bishop of the Mercians sometime between 672 and 676, and who was heavily
connected with the Kings of Mercia, the first Christianized sons of King Penda. King Offa
granted Abbot Botwine his favor from the late 750s into the late 780s, as the king had a strong
personal devotion to St. Peter. It was located in a marsh featured in Felix’s The Life of St.
Guthlac, written around 740. Guthlac had apparently inhabited an island he dubbed “Crowland”
in the marshes surrounding Peterborough.18 In this text, the marsh was likened to a desert in
order to draw connections between Biblical saints who wandered the desert as hermits, but it was
later described by Hugh Candidus, the composer of a Latin chronicle of Peterborough, as an
extremely productive region.19
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S.E. Kelly, Charters of Peterborough Abbey, vol. 14 in Anglo-Saxon Charters (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2009), 4.
18
Ibid. 5-6.
19
Ibid. 2-3.
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As productive as the region supposedly was, Peterborough was subject to a series of
disasters, beginning with a calamity in 870 that destroyed the abbey. This event was probably
related to the ninth century Viking raids that drove out King Burgred of Mercia in 877 and
dismembered the Mercian kingdom in 877.20 The Peterborough Chronicle claims that the abbey
was refounded in the year 963:
Syððon com se biscop Aðelwold to þære mynstre þe wæs gehaten Medeshamstede ðe
hwilon wæs fordon fra heðene folce. Ne fand þær nan þing buton ealde weallas 7 wilde
wuda; fand þa hidde in þa ealde wealle writes þet Headda abbot heafde ær gewriton: hu
Wulfhere kyng 7 Æðelred his broðor hit heafden wroht, 7 hu hi hit freodon wið king 7
wið biscop 7 wið ealle weoruldþeudom, 7 hu se papa Agatho hit feostnode mid his write
7 se arcebiscop Deusdedit. Leot wircen þa þet mynstre 7 sætte þær abbot se wæs gehaten
Aldulf, macede þær munecas þær ær ne wæs nan þing.21
The 963 annal also refers to the construction of walls around the minster by Abbot Coenwulf,
which resulted in the name-change from Medeshamstede to Burh (and later
Peterburh/Peterborough due to the monastery’s ties to St. Peter), due to Old English burh
referring to a fortified place: “7 man cæs þa sona oðer abbot of þe sylfe mynstre, Kenulf wæs

20

Ibid. 22.
Susan Irvine, MS E, vol. 7 of The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, A Collaborative Edition (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer,
2004), 57. Afterwards the bishop Æthelwold came to the monastery which was called Peterborough, which was
formerly done for by heathen people, [and] found nothing there but old walls and wild woods; then found hidden in
the old walls writings that Abbot Hedde had earlier written, as to how King Wulfhere and Æthelred, his brother, had
constructed it, and how they freed it from king, and from bishop, and from all worldly service; and how the pope
Agatho had confirmed it with his writ along with the archbishop Deusdedit. Then he had the monastery constructed
and set there an abbot who was called Ealdwulf, and made monks there where earlier there was nothing, (Swanton,
Chronicle, 115-16).
21
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gehaten, se wæs syððon biscop in Wintanceastre. 7 he macode fyrst þa wealle abutan þone
mynstre, geaf hit þa to nama Burch þe ær het Medeshamstede.”22
However, Hugh Candidus does later claim in his Latin chronicle that the name was
changed to Burh after refounding to refer to “the City of God,” “a city set on a hill” and “the
rock on which St. Peter built his church,” making a direct link between the monastery and Rome:
Then by a wise and prudent decision all resolved to call it by the happy name of Burch,
that is to say a city in whose praise it may truly be said: “Glorious things are spoken of
thee, city of God” and “A city set on a hill.” “Great is the Lord in the city of our God and
His holy mountain.” Not on a mountain rising aloft, whose mass and substance are of
this earth, but on him who is the first of all the holy hills, a very mountain among
mountains, unto whom he spake “Thou art Peter, and on this rock I will build my
church.”23
This passage is indicative of local historical writing at Peterborough during the twelfth century –
records meant to attest to the status of the monastery throughout its history. However, despite its
fortifications, Peterborough was still victimized by the incursions of Danish Vikings from 1010
through 1013, and later during Hereward’s revolt in 1070. Additionally, much of the monastery,
including parts of its library and the first copy of the Peterborough Chronicle, was destroyed by
fire in 1116.
There is only one pre-tenth century document aside from Bede that references
Peterborough before the alleged destruction of the monastery in the ninth century; the document,
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Irvine, MS E, 58. And there was immediately chosen another abbot from the same monastery, [who] was called
Cenwulf; he was afterwards bishop in Winchester; and he first made the wall around the monastery, then gave that
which was earlier called Medeshamstede, the name ‘Stronghold’. Swanton, Chronicle, 117.
23
Charles Mellows and William T Mellows, trans, The Peterborough Chronicle of Hugh Candidus, ed. W.T.
Mellows (Peterborough Museum Society, 1966), 20.
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a Rochester diploma of 765, indicates that Medeshamestede was an important Mercian house
from the mid-eighth to early ninth century, with strong royal connections and royal patronage.
The lack of older documentation at Peterborough became an issue, as the monks there were
unable to produce hard proof of the monastery’s status and properties. Therefore, many of the
other documents relating to the history of the monastery were created in the twelfth century,24
four of which will be the subject of Chapter 2. These documents, both in Latin and in English,
are important indicators of Peterborough’s perceived status in the twelfth century as well as how
the monks at Peterborough utilized the abbey’s history as a vehicle to broadcast and justify that
status.

24

Kelly, Charters 8.
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Chapter 2
Interpolation of Annal 675 and Peterborough’s Beginnings
According to Susan Irvine, the scribe who copied and composed the Peterborough
Chronicle intended for his interpolations to be hidden within the Chronicle’s original material:
“The compilation has been designed to ensure that the Interpolations are as unobtrusive as
possible…. The annalist aims to smuggle Peterborough’s records into the narrative so that they
become seamlessly part of the authoritative English history.”25 While the scribe’s effort to alter
his language may have been in order simply to make the passages seem more archaic so that they
would fit in with the larger English history as a whole, there is no evidence suggesting that he
was attempting to hide the fact that his interpolations about Peterborough’s history were not
present in other copies of the Chronicle. In fact, it would have been readily apparent to anyone
reading the Chronicle that many of these sections were added by the scribe as he copied the
original text, especially the earlier interpolations. The picture below shows the first page in the
Peterborough Chronicle manuscript (MS Laud Misc. 636) containing the 675 annal, with a red
arrow pointing to the beginning (images of the annal in its entirety may be found in Appendix
A).

25

Irvine, “Production”, 53.
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Figure 1 MS. Laud Misc. 636 fol. 017v 228.1 34

The dates in roman numerals are written in red ink, with the actual text of the annal in black ink.
Without even reading any of the text, it is apparent at a glance that the four-page 675 annal is out
of place amongst the much shorter annals that surround it. Early entries in the Chronicle were terse
and usually consisted simply of one or two sentences stating what had happened during the year:

Adjectives are sparse, and adverbs rare or… absent; nor is there any complexity of
syntax, just a chain of simple sentences rendering a series of simple propositions.
Furthermore, with the events noted all falling within a narrow range, vocabulary and
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phrasing are correspondingly restricted, annal after annal using the same semi-formulaic
language.26
There is a uniform style in the early Chronicle entries, resulting in short, formulaic entries
utilizing a very restricted amount of vocabulary. For example, the annal for the year 671 in E,
which appears just above the long annal for 675, simply reads: “Her wæs þet mycele fugla
well.”27
The interpolations added into E, however, utilize a noticeably different style than the
surrounding annals. The sheer length of some of the earlier interpolations as compared to other
early entries is striking, and the language, while not as descriptive as language used in much later
annals, certainly diverges from the strict style of early Chronicle entries. An excellent example
of this contrast between copied text and interpolation is the annal for the year 675. While the
original annal, as present in other manuscripts of the Chronicle, is of similar style to other earlier
entries, it is of special importance in E. It is not only distinctive due to its notable length,
mentioned earlier in the chapter, but also due to its importance in Peterborough’s history as the
foundation of the monastery’s status in the eyes of the Church and England’s rulers.
In A, the annal for the year 675 reads as follows: “Her Wulfhere Pending 7 Æscwine
gefuhton æt Biedanheafde. 7 þy ilcan geare Wulfhere forþferde, 7 Ęþelręd feng to rice.”28 This
entry follows the simple, straightforward pattern of the other early annals: “Here (in this year),”
followed by a short list of events. The language is simple, formulaic, and straightforward,
lacking any stylistic enhancements such as description or dialogue.

Clark, “Narrative Mode,” 216.
Irvine, MS E, 30. Here there was a great mortality of birds (Swanton, Chronicle, 35).
28
Bately, MS A, 31. Here Wulfhere Penda’s offspring Æscwine, fought at Bieda’s Head; and that same year
Wulfhere passed away, and Æthelred succeeded to the kingdom (Swanton, Chronicle, 34).
26
27
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The 675 annal in the Peterborough Chronicle begins like that in A: “Her Wulfhere
Pending 7 Æscwine Cenfusing gefuhton æt Bedanheafde; 7 þa ilcan geare Wulfhere forðferde, 7
Æðelred feng to rice.”29 The content is nearly identical to the annal in A save for the addition of
labeling Æscwine as Cenfus’ offspring. However, the entry does not end with the original
material. The scribe then adds the words, “on his time”30 to link the original text to the new text
of one of the first interpolations that, instead of taking up one or two lines, spreads across four
pages of the original manuscript. This small phrase is of great importance, because it indicates
the scribe’s intention of intertwining the history of Peterborough within the larger history of
England as a whole. The events following the copied material take place not merely during the
same year, but during Æthelred’s reign; therefore, the events that occur in relation to
Peterborough are directly linked to and share the same importance with the events occurring
throughout the whole of England. It is for this reason that the interpolations are linked with the
copied text, not for any kind of intention of smuggling history.
After the segue, the 675 interpolation goes into detail explaining the important events that
took place on a local level that same year – how Peterborough Abbey came to attain certain
privilege and status within the Church:
On his time þa seonde he to Rome Wilfrid biscop to þam pape þe þa wes, Agatho he wæs
gehaten, 7 cydde him mid writ 7 mid worde hu his breðre Peada 7 Wulfhere 7 se abbot
Saxulf heafden wroht an minstre Medeshamstede wæs gehaten, 7 þet hi hit heafden

Irvine, MS E, 31. Here Wulfhere Penda’s offspring, and Æscwine Cenfus’ offspring, fought at Beda’s Head; and
the same year Wulfhere passed away, and Æthelred succeeded to the kingdom, (Swanton, Chronicle, 35).
30
Irvine, MS E, 31.
29
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gefreod wið kyning 7 wið biscop of ealle þewdom, 7 bed him þet he scolde þet geten mid
his writ 7 mid his bletsunge.31
In addition to a drastic increase in length, the shift in language in the interpolation should also be
noted even in the above translated excerpt. The style becomes more descriptive, which
contributes to the increased length of the interpolation. The scribe describes how Wilfrid wrote
to the Pope as well as the contents of the letter, for example, rather than simply stating something
along the lines of, “In this year, Wilfrid was sent to Rome.”
The scribe also includes a long section describing the general content of the letter sent by
the Pope back to England, which declares Peterborough to be of equal standing to Rome, as well
as confirms the decree by present and relevant parties. The length of the letter alone dwarfs the
surrounding annal entries with its sheer size, and the addition of a section utilizing legal language
in order to attribute to the legitimacy of the letter and its claims increases the magnitude of the
675 interpolation even more. I quote the material in its entirety:
‘Ic Agatho papa of Rome grete wel seo wurðfulle Æƿelred Myrcene keening 7 se
ærcebiscop Theodorum of Cantwarbyrig 7 seo Myrcene biscop Saxulf seo ær wæs abbot
7 alle ƿa abbots ƿa sindon on Englalande Godes gretinge 7 minre bletsunge. Ic haue
gehord seo kyninges Æðelredes geornunge 7 ƿes ærcebiscopes Theodorus 7 ƿes
bioscopes Saxulfes 7 ƿes abbots Cuthbaldes, 7 ic hit wille ƿet hit on ælle wise beo swa
swa ge hit sprecon hauen. And ic bebeode of Godes half 7 Sancte Petres 7 ealra halgan 7
ealre hadode heafde ƿet ne keening ne biscop ne eorl ne nan man ne haue nan onstig, ne

Ibid. 31. In his time he sent Bishop Wilfrid to Rome to the pope that then was – he was called Agatho – and made
known to him in writing and by word how his brothers, Peada and Wulfhere, and the abbot Seaxwulf had built a
minster which was called Peterborough, and that they had freed it from all service to king and to bishop, and asked
him that he should confirm that with his charter and with his blessing, (Swanton, Chronicle, 35).
31
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gafle ne geold ne feording ne nanes cinnes ðeudom ne nime man of ƿet abbotrice of
Medeshamstede. Ic beode æc ƿet ƿe scyrbiscop ne seo swa dyrstlece ƿet he ne hading ne
haleging ne do on ƿis abbotrice buton seo abbot hit him bidde; ne biscopwite ne sinað ne
nanes kinnes ƿing na haue ƿær nan onsting. 7 ic wille ƿet seo abbot beo gehealden for
legat of Rome ofer eal ƿet iglande, 7 hwilc abbot ƿe beƿ ƿær coren of ƿe munecan ƿet he
beo gebletsad of ƿan ærcebiscop of Cantwarbyrig. Ic wille 7 tyðe ƿet hwilc man swa
haued behated to faren to Rome and he ne muge hit forðian, ouðer for untrumnisse ouðer
for lauerdes neode ouðer for haueleste ouðer for hwilces cinnes oðer neod he ne muge
ƿær cumon, beo he of Englelande ouðer of hwilc oðer igland beo he, cume to ƿet mynstre
on Medeshamstede 7 haue ƿet ilce forgiuenesse of Criste 7 Sancte Peter 7 of ƿone abbot 7
of ƿone muneca ƿet he scolde hauen gif he to Rome fore. Nu bidde ic ƿe broðer
Theodorus ƿet ƿu lete bedon geond æl Englelande ƿet seo sinað wurðe gegaderod 7 ƿis
write wurðe geredd 7 gehealdon. Alswa ic beode ƿe Saxulf biscop ƿet swa swa ƿu hit
geornest ƿet seo mynstre beo freo, swa ic forebode ƿe 7 ealle ƿe biscopas ƿe æfter ðe
cumon of Criste 7 of ealle his halgan ƿet gen an onstig ne hauen of ƿet mynstre buton swa
micel swa ƿone abbot wile. Nu wille ic hit segge mid worde ƿet hwa swa halt ƿis write 7
ƿis bode, ƿa wurðe he efre wuniende mid God ælmihti on heuenrice, 7 hwa swa hit
tobrecceð, ƿa wurðe he amansumed 7 aniðrod mid Iudas 7 mid ealle deofle on helle buton
he cume to dedbote. Amen.’
Ðas writ seonde seo papa Agatho 7 an hundred 7 fif 7 twenti biscopes bi Wilfrid
ærcebiscop of Eoferwic to Englalande. Þis wæs gedon æfter ure Drihtnes acennednesse
.dclxxx., þes kininges .vi. gear Æðelredes. Ða heot seo kining þone ærcebiscop
Theodorus þet he scolde setton ealle gewitene mot æt þone stede þet man cleopeð
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Heatfelde. Ða hi wæron þær gegaderod, þa leot he rædon þa gewrite þe seo papa þider
seonde, 7 ealle hit getton 7 fulfeostnodon. Ða seide se kyning: 'Ealle þa þing þe min
broðer Peada 7 min broðer Wulfere 7 mine swuster Kineburh 7 Kynesuith geafon 7
getton Sancte Peter 7 þone abbot, þa wile ic þet stande; 7 ic wile on min dæi hit æcon for
here sawle 7 for minre sawle. Nu gife ic Sancte Peter to dæi into his minstre
Medeshamstede þas landes 7 eal þet þærto ligged: þet is Bredune, Hrepingas, Cedenac,
Swineshæfed, Heanbyrig, Lodeshac, Scuffanhalch, Costesford, Stretford, Wættelleburne,
Lufgeard, Æþelhuniglond, Barþanig. Ðas landes ic gife Sancte Peter eal swa freolice swa
ic seolf hit ahte, 7 swa þet nan min æftergengles þær nan þing of ne nime. Gif hwa hit
doð, þes papa curs of Rome 7 ealre biscope curs he habbe 7 here ealre þe her be
gewitnesse, 7 þis ic festnie mid Cristes tacne.+.'
'Ic Theodorus ærcebiscop of Cantwarbyrig am witnesse of þas gewrite of
Medeshamstede, 7 ic festnie mid min gewrite, 7 ic amansumie ealle þa þær aniþing of
breke, 7 ic bletsie ealle þa þe hit healden. +. ' 'Ic Wilfrid ærcebiscop of Æferwic ic eam
witnesse of þas gewrite, 7 ic gæte þæs ilce curs.+.' 'Ic Saxulf þe wæs first abbot 7 nu eam
biscop ic gife hi min curs 7 ealle min æftergengle þe þis tobreket.' 'Ic Ostriðe Æðelredes
cwen hit tyðe.' 'Ic Adrianus legat hit iete.' 'Ic Putta biscop of Rofecestre ic hit write.' 'Ic
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Waldhere biscop of Lundene hit festnie.' 'Ic Cuðbald abbot hit geate swa þet hwa swa hit
breket, ealre biscope cursunge 7 eal Cristene foces he hafe. Amen.'32
This section of the interpolation is especially notable for two reasons aside from its length. First,
this section of the interpolation takes on aspects of a narrative. It does not simply copy and
translate an ancient foundational document, but rather casts it as living speech, an event that
continues to live on as an important part of Peterborough’s history and, thereby, England’s

Irvine, MS E, 31-2. ‘I, Agatho, Pope of Rome, greet well the honourable Æthelred, king of Mercia, and the
archbishop Theodore of Canterbury and Seaxwulf the Mercian bishop who was abbot earlier, and all the abbots who
are in England, with God’s greeting and my blessing. I have heard the request of King Æthelred and of the
archbishop Theodore and of the bishop Seaxwulf and of Abbot Cuthbald, and I want that it shall be so in every
particular just as you have said. And I command, on behalf of God and of St Peter and of all saints and of all the
ordained dignitaries, that neither king nor bishop nor earl nor any man shall have neither authority there, nor rent nor
tax nor campaign dues, nor shall anyone take any kind of service from the abbacy of Peterborough. I also command
that the diocesan bishop b e not so bold that he perform either ordination or consecration within this abbacy, unless
the abbot ask it of him; neither bishop’s fine, nor synod nor any kind of assembly have any authority there. And I
also desire that the abbot be held as legate from Rome over the whole island; and whatever abbot be chosen there by
the monks that he be blessed by the archbishop of Canterbury. I desire and grant that whatsoever abbot be chosen
there by the monks that he be from England or from whatever other island he be, let him come to the minster at
Peterborough and have the same forgiveness from Christ and St Peter and from the abbot and from the monks that
he should have if he went to Rome. Now I ask you, brother Theodore, that you have it proclaimed throughout all
England that the synod be assembled and this charter be read and maintained. Likewise I command you, Bishop
Seaxwulf, that just as you desired that the minster should be free, so, by Christ and by all his saints, I forbid you and
all those bishops who come after you, that you have no authority over the minster except insofar as the abbot wishes.
Now I declare with words that whoever maintains this charter and this command, may he ever dwell with God
Almighty in the kingdom of heaven, and whoever breaks it, then may he be excommunicated and thrust down into
hell with Judas and with all devils unless he make reparation. AMEN.’ The pope Agatho, and a hundred and
twenty-five bishops, sent this charter to England by Archbishop Wilfrid of York. This was done 680 years after the
birth of our Lord, the 6th year of King Æthelred. Then the king ordered Archbishop Theodore that he should appoint
a meeting of all the councilors at the place they call Hatfield. Then when they were gathered here, he had the
charter read which the pope had sent there, and the all granted and fully confirmed it. Then the king said: ‘All those
things that my brother Peada and my brother Wulfhere and my sisters Cyneburh and Cyneswith gave and granted to
St Peter and the abbot, these I wish to stand, and I wish in my day to increase it for their souls and for my soul. Now
I give to St Peter today into his Peterborough minster these lands and all that belong thereto, that is: Breedon,
Rippingale, Cadney, Swineshead, Heanbyrig, Louth, Shifnal, Costesford, Stratford, Wattlesborough, the Lizard
Æthelhuniglond, Bardney. These lands I give St Peter just as freely as I myself held them, and so that none of my
successors take anything from there. If anyone do that, may he have the curse of the pope of Rome and the curse of
all bishops and of all those who are here witness; and I confirm this with Christ’s token’ +. I, Theodore, archbishop
of Canterbury, am witness to this charter of Peterborough, and I confirm it with my writing, and I excommunicate
all those who break it in any thing there, and I bless all those who maintain it +. I, Wilfrid, archbishop of York, I am
a witness to this charter and I assent to this same curse +. I, Seaxwulf, who was first abbot and now am bishop, I
give him who breaks this my curse and that of all my successors. I, Osthryth, Æthelred’s queen, grant it. I, Hadrian,
legate, agree to it. I, Putta, bishop of Rochester, I subscribe to it. I, Waldhere, bishop of London, confirm it. I,
Abbot Cuthbald, agree to it, so that whoever breaks it may he have the cursing of all bishops and of all Christian
people. Amen, (Swanton, Chronicle, 35-37).
32
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history. It includes a description of the action of the letter actually being sent, as well as
dialogue from the king on the subject. Here, the scribe is not only relaying historical information
as the copied annals surrounding the 675 interpolation did. Compare the text to the previous
annal for the year 674: “Her feng Æscwine to rice on Weastseaxum”33 as well as the text for the
following year: “Her Æscwine forðferde, 7 Hedde feng to biscopdome, 7 Centwine feng to
Westseaxna rice; 7 Æðelred Myrcena cining oferhergode Centland.”34 The scribe takes on the
additional task of using English (he was translating from Latin documents) to create a story
around the events he is recording in the Chronicle; taking into account the stark contrast in length
and style of this interpolation, the stylistic and linguistic choices the scribe made while
composing the interpolation suggests that he meant for it to stand out, highlighting
Peterborough’s history while embedding it within the context of the larger history of England as
a whole.
The second reason for this interpolation’s importance is the legal aspect of the included
letter and the declarations of witness to the charter. The last two paragraphs of the 675
interpolation are written like a legal document, both in use of language and use of witnesses.
The cross next to each witness’s name is meant to replicate the appearance of an Anglo-Saxon
charter, where a cross would be written next to each witness’s name;35 this imitation gives
further credibility and visual presence to this interpolation’s legal claims. Considering the
breadth of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’s usage and authority, it may not seem surprising that
legal documentation on the status and landholdings of Peterborough Abbey would be included in
33
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the kingdom of the West Saxons. And Æthelred, king of Mercia, raided across the land of Kent (Swanton,
Chronicle, 37-38).
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order to give the scribe’s claims of Peterborough’s history legitimacy. However, this is a new
practice for the Chronicle – other manuscripts do not incorporate local documents and tend to
minimize local history in favor of a national narrative.
The legal documents behind this interpolation were also referenced by another monk at
Peterborough by the name of Hugh Candidus in his Latin Chronicle of Peterborough, written a
few decades after this interpolation. (Hugh utilized information from the Peterborough Chronicle
in the creation of his own Chronicle.)
Then, after Wulfhere, Æthelred his brother received the crown, and he not only cherished
that monastery, as did his brothers, but even honoured and extolled it beyond all others in
the granting of lands and privileges. For by the hand of Wilfrid, the reverend archbishop,
he undertook the confirmation at Rome of all the grants of his forerunners to the
monastery, ordering that his own privileges should be added to his brother’s testament,
and that a single object of devotion viz. for the permanent stability of the monastery
should be brought back to the one body. This was authorized and confirmed by S. Agatho
the Pope and brought back by S Wilfrid as we shall tell hereafter.36
While the language and style of the two documents differ – the interpolation is terser compared
to Hugh because the scribe was attempting to fit the material into the language of the earlier
entries of the Chronicle which favored shorter and more concise entries – the following
landholdings and privileges offered to Peterborough by Æthelred and Pope Agatho are identical.
Æthelred declares that Peterborough should have the same lands both in the Chronicle and in
Hugh, and that no man should take these lands from the church:
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These places are Breedom, Hrepingas, Cedenac, Swineshead, Heanbyrig, Lodeshale,
Shifnal, Costesford, Stratford, Wattlesborough, the Lizard, Ethelhuniglond, and Bardney.
“These lands,” said he, “royally held by the Blessed Peter, I myself grant to be held in
perpetual inheritance, and as a freehold possession of the church, by the meditation of
him that is chief of the apostles, that none of those who shall succeed me may ever take
away aught of these things, or of any things whatsoever that belong to the church.37
The proclamation of the Pope in both the Chronicle and Hugh also grants Peterborough the same
rights and status:
No tax, no tribute, no military service and no other sort of compulsory service is to be
exacted from anyone, either in great things or small, from all the property belonging to
the said church, that with the king as its defender, not its tyrant, it may freely serve Christ
alone…. Not only you and the other peoples of your realm and of the whole of Britain,
but also the nations of the adjoining kingdoms, who are prevented either by the distance
of the journey or various necessities, and are unable to visit the blessed Peter in his own
city at Rome, may seek him with perfect faith here, where he dwells with you in the
spirit….38
Not only do the Chronicle and Hugh contain the same information about the legal rights and
status of Peterborough, they were also both written during the twelfth century within decades of
each other. This indicates a demand for this kind of information in multiple formats, and in both
English and Latin – the monks at Peterborough needed solid historical evidence backing up the
legitimacy of status and property belonging to the monastery. Furthermore, the legal documents
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referenced by both Hugh and the Peterborough interpolator were also contemporary productions.
They were forgeries made in the early twelfth century:
The earliest copies [of the forged privileges] appear in the Liber Niger of c. 1130 or
slightly later, but it is clear that they were both known to the Peterborough interpolator,
and there is reason to believe that they were forged either between 1116 and 1121, or at
an earlier date in the twelfth century, perhaps under the supervision of Ernulf, abbot
1107-14.39
However, it should be noted that these documents were not forgeries in the sense that the scribes
and monks of Peterborough were lying or inventing wholesale fabrications in an attempt to claim
land. These documents were forged in order to provide official documentation to properties and
rights that had previously been defined by tradition and history. Their purpose was not to
mislead but rather to document what they perceived as already belonging to Peterborough.
According to Kelly, the first of the forgeries was a Latin document in which King
Wulfhere grants and confirms land to Peterborough with a list of witnesses confirming
Peterborough’s status as a mother-church as well as the church’s landholdings. Kelly also states
that the witness-list “was largely constructed from Bede and the Chronicle, but [it] does include
towards the end names of some nine laymen which could potentially be taken from a seventhcentury source.”40 The names on the witness list were most likely forged using documents
available on Peterborough’s library in order to provide legitimacy for Peterborough’s claimed
landholdings and status, which extended to other documents of the time such as the Peterborough
Chronicle and Hugh Candidus’s Latin Chronicle.
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The second of the forgeries contains the letter from Pope Agatho granting Peterborough
status as the mother-church as well King Æthelred’s confirmation of the claims as well as his
granting of estates to Peterborough. Like the first forgery, the names and dates supplied within
the forged document likely came from other sources in Peterborough’s library. Furthermore,
Kelly states that the very inclusion of the claim of Peterboroguh’s status as mother-church is
indicative of the forged documents being produced in the twelfth century and not the seventh as
they claim:
This is very much a reflection of post-Conquest concerns and ambitions at Peterborough,
with the claim to be the mother-church of all minsters north of the Thames judiciously
calculated not to challenge directly the claims of St Augustine’s Canterbury, to be the
mother-church of all the English minsters.41
Again, like the first forgery, the second is also used in other twelfth century documents such as
the Peterborough Chronicle and Hugh Candidus’s Latin Chronicle in order to attest to
Peterborough’s legitimacy based on twelfth century views of the abbey’s history. Peterborough
was an important monastery in England, and it was aware of its venerable history within the
larger history of the Church in England; yet this status as mother-church was calculated in such a
way to not counter the claims of Canterbury. That is not to say that the elevated status of
Peterborough was only realized in the twelfth century – simply that the documents created in the
twelfth century to give credence to the perceived status of the monastery were conscious of the
current politics of England at the time.
Peterborough’s landholdings and rights as an abbey were backed up by traditions and
custom rather than ancient documentation. After the Norman Conquest, during a time when
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foreign kings and abbots posed a threat to Peterborough’s status, rights, and land, the abbey
needed official documentation in order to maintain all that was theirs, so documents like the two
forgeries mentioned above were created to meet that demand. The forgeries were simply records
backing up the oral legends and traditions that acted as proof of Peterborough’s right to its land
and privileges within the Church. These documents, in combination with the Chronicle and
Hugh, created a solid archival foundation for Peterborough’s claims and essentially covered all
of the monastery’s bases; there were histories in two very commonly referenced and highly
valued documents – the Chronicle and Hugh – as well as physical legal documentation.
All four documents – the Peterborough Chronicle, the Latin Chronicle of Hugh Candidus,
and the two forgeries – were created within decades of each other during the twelfth century, and
all four contain the same legal documentation of the landholdings and rights of Peterborough, in
order to serve a singular purpose, as explained above. However, the fact that both the forged
legal documents and a contemporary account of the elevation of Peterborough’s status and
property in Hugh are written in Latin is important. In the twelfth century, nearly a hundred years
after the conquest of England by the Normans, one would assume that Latin records of
Peterborough’s status and property would be sufficient. While the Chronicle was a valued
source of history and record, it seems peculiar that, with three other documents contemporarily
created with a shared account of Peterborough’s history, the scribe would go through the trouble
of translating the Latin documents into English while copying E and composing the
interpolations. So the question becomes: why did the interpolator translate the Latin legal
documents into English and create an English narrative around them?
Contrary to popular belief, English as a written language did not die out post-Conquest.
As evidenced by the production of documents in English such as the Peterborough Chronicle, as
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well as the Peterborough interpolator’s conscious effort to alter the style of his language in the
earlier interpolations to match a more archaic old English, people were still able to understand
Old English nearly a century after Conquest. The fact that Old English sounded archaic at the
time gave documents written in the Old English literary standard an air of authority. That
authority, coupled with the widespread authority of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle as a historical
record, meant that the earlier English entries of the Peterborough Chronicle offered the monks at
Peterborough an additional powerful vehicle documenting a history for Peterborough that
specifically included its landholdings, rights, and status.
Furthermore, utilizing English as a medium to express Peterborough’s status and history
in the Chronicle inscribes Peterborough into the larger English past. While the literary use of
English was greatly reduced after the Conquest,42 the continuation of English documents such as
the Peterborough Chronicle nearly a century afterwards attest to the fact that English retained
both its value as a written language as well as its status as part of the greater English identity.
The use of English in telling the story of the founding of Peterborough Abbey as well as its rights
and holdings in the Peterborough Chronicle emphasized the importance of Peterborough’s past
as part of the history of the English people in a way that Latin documents could not.
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Chapter 3
King William and Conquest

Annal 1066 and the Norman Conquest

The Chonicle annal for the year 1066 is important for very obvious reasons – it gives an
English account of William the Conqueror’s conquest of England, as seen in the still-terse entry
from A: “Her forðferde Eaduuard king, 7 Harold eorl feng to ðam rice 7 heold hit .xl. wucena 7
ænne dæg, 7 her com Willelm 7 gewann Ængla land. 7 her on ðison geare barn Cristes cyrce. 7
her atiwede cometa .xiiii. kalendas Mai43.” While A retains, for the most part, the very compact
language of earlier annals, other manuscripts by this point are writing using more descriptive
language than the earlier annals.
In general, the later Chronicle entries – that is to say, those from the later tenth century
onward – have shifted from a more linear and succinct style typical of annalists towards a more
descriptive style typical of historians: “…on both personal and national levels [historians] relate
motive, causation and consequence. Annalists, on the other hand, simply record events as they
occur.”44 In addition to an increased focus on causation, the later annals also include more
emotive use of adjectives and adverbs,45 a greater sense of unity between the annals,46 and a
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more personal interpretation of events amongst the various composers of the different editions of
the Chronicle.47
In this chapter, I will focus on the descriptions of Conquest and William in D and E in
order to compare the treatment of these events in each Chronicle, as well as explore how the
language and style of the annals detailing these events showcase the more personal interpretation
of these events by the composers of D and E. It is in these annals about conquest, destruction,
and the end of an era that D and E diverge greatly from both each other and all other extant
copies of the Chronicle due to these differing interpretations. Furthermore, in comparing D’s
account of Conquest and William with that of E, the focus on the local history of Peterborough
and its indisputable link with the history of England becomes much more pronounced and
poignant. That is not to say, however, that E completely disregards the impact of William’s rule
on a national level, however. E’s annals showcase and connect the rule of William to the fall of
both England and Peterborough.
The entry for 1066 in D is much longer and more descriptive than A, and showcases Dscribe’s personal and vested interest in the events surrounding the Conquest of England. This
annal goes into detail about not only the events at the Battle at Hastings, but also describes the
comet that preceded William’s arrival:
Þa wearð geond eall Englaland swylc tacen on heofenum gesewen swylce nan man ær ne
geseah. Sume men cwedon þæt hit cometa se steorra wære, þone sume men hatað þone
fæxedon steorran, 7 he æteowde ærest on þone æfen Letania Maior viii. kalendas Mai, 7
swa scan ealle þa seofon niht. 7 sona þeræfter com Tostig eorl in fram begeonde sæ into
Wiht mid swa miclum liðe swa he begitan mihte, 7 him man geald þær ægþær ge feoh ge
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metsunge. And Harold cyng, his broþor, gegædrade swa micelne sciphere 7 eac landhere
swa nan cyng her on lande ær ne dyde, for þam þe him wæs gecyðd þæt Wyllelm bastard
wolde hider 7 ðis land gewinnen, eallswa hit syððan aeode.48
The comet, “swylc tacen on heofenum gesewen swylce nan man ær ne geseah,” is not mentioned
in E, and when it is mentioned in A it is given no connection to any of the events that transpired
in that same year. Its mention in D seems to be given importance by the scribe, both in its
description and its location within the annal. It is not simply a comet, but a comet that man had
never before seen, and both its proximity to the forewarning of William’s intent to come and
conquer England; its importance in the events of that year suggest that the comet was interpreted
by the scribe as related to the events that transpired – perhaps a warning or an omen of what was
to come. In fact, the outcome of the conflict between England and William is given at the very
end of this section: “eallswa hit syððan aeode.” Before the description of the Battle at Hastings
is even given, the fate of England is made known, therefore linking the events in the beginning
of the annal – namely the comet – to the conquering of England.
Shortly thereafter, William arrives in England and is victorious at Hastings:
Ða com Wyllelm eorl of Normandige into Pefnesea on Sancte Michæles mæsseæfen, 7
sona þæs fere wæron, worhton castel æt Hæstingaport. Þis wearð þa Harolde cynge
gecydd, 7 he gaderade þa mycelne here, 7 com him togenes æt þære haran apuldran. 7
Wyllelm him com ongean on unwær, ær his folc gefylced wære. Ac se kyng þeah him
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swiðe heardlice wið feaht mid þam mannum þe him gelæstan woldon, 7 þær wearð micel
wæl geslægen on ægðre healfe. Ðær wearð ofslægen Harold kyng, 7 Leofwine eorl his
broðor, 7 Gyrð eorl his broðor, 7 fela godra manna, 7 þa Frencyscan ahton wælstowe
geweald, eallswa heom God uðe for folces synnon.49
Here the author gives specific details of the battle, such as its location “æt þære haran apuldran”,
the tactics used by William and his army, and even states that William won the battle “eallswa
heom God uðe for folces synnon.” The sins of the English were to blame for the loss, and, just
as the omen of the comet declared, the outcome of the battle had been decided before it even
began.
At the end of the annal, D-scribe laments the future of England now that the AngloSaxons no longer rule: “7 a syððan hit yflade swiðe. Wurðe god se ende þonne God wylle.”50
The fate of England as a whole, beyond the fate of the scribe’s own monastery, takes precedent
in this annal, and while the fall of England is said to be the fault of the English people, it is still a
loss that is to be mourned. The account of the year 1066 as written in D takes great interest in
the events affecting England as a whole, and gives careful detail of these events as well as the
scribe’s interpretation of the events that led to or forewarned conquest.
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E, however, constructs its annal for the year 1066 in a much different manner. While still
longer than A, the entry for 1066 in E is much shorter and less descriptive than D, and the
account of the conquest of England by William is not given nearly as much attention or detail:
7 þa hwile com Willelm eorl upp æt Hestingan on sancte Michaeles mæssedæg. 7 Harold
com norðan 7 him wiðfeaht ear þan þe his here come eall, 7 þær he feoll 7 his twægen
gebroðra Gyrð 7 Leofwine. 7 Willelm þis land geeode 7 com to Westmynstre, 7 Ealdred
arcebiscop hine to cynge gehalgode, 7 menn guldon him gyld 7 gislas sealdon 7 syððan
heora land bohtan.51
The style of this section of the annal is more like that of A and the earlier entries in the
Chronicle, and a significantly more conservative account of the Conquest than D. It is devoid of
any kind of subjectivity and simply reports the events as they happen, without the exploration
into causation or personal interpretation that is seen in D. However, the terseness of the
Peterborough account of Conquest is not due simply to falling back into the style of the earlier
annals. The annal does not end on the short statement of the immediate aftermath of William’s
conquest, that “menn guldon him gyld 7 gislas sealdon 7 syððan heora land bohtan.” The scribe
continues on in an interpolation that details the effects of Conquest on a much more local level.
The fall of England to William is shorter in E than it is in other copies of the Chronicle,
such as D, because the Battle at Hastings is not the most noteworthy aspect of the annal. The
interpolation for annal 1066 brings more attention to the events unfolding at Peterborough than
the events unfolding throughout England, and the scribe carefully intertwines these two histories.
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Irvine, MS E, 87. And meanwhile Earl William [came] up at Hastings on the Feast of St Michael, and Harold came
from the north, and fought with him before all his raiding-army had come; and there he fell, and his two brothers,
Gyrth and Leofwine. And William conquered this land, and came to Westminster, and Archbishop Aldred
consecrated him as king. And men paid him tribute, and gave hostages, and afterwards bought their lands (Swanton,
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The account of events pertaining to Peterborough begins directly after the quoted text above: “7
ða wæs Leofric abbot of Burh æt þæt ilca feord 7 sæclode þær 7 com ham 7 wæs dæd sone þær
æfter on ælre halgan mæsseniht. God are his saule!”52 Instead of simply linking the timeframe of
the events pertaining to Peterborough and the events pertaining to England as a whole, the scribe
intertwines the two histories not only by placing the abbot of Peterborough in the Battle at
Hastings, but also by returning him home, utilizing Leofric as the vessel by which national
history affects and becomes local history.
Furthermore, the events that befell England in the year 1066 are mirrored in the fate of
Peterborough after the death of Leofric, with the same sense of mourning as D’s account of the
fate of England as a whole, thereby elevating the fall of Peterborough to the same status as the
fall of England:
On his dæg wæs ealle blisse 7 ealle gode on Burh, 7 he wæs leaf eall folc, swa þæt se
cyng geaf sancte Peter 7 him þæt abbotrice on Byrtune 7 se of Couentre, þet se eorl
Leofric þe wæs his eam ær heafde macod, 7 se of Crulande 7 se of þorneie. 7 he dyde
swa mycel to gode into þæt mynstre of Burh on golde 7 on seolfre 7 on scrud 7 on lande
swa nefre nan oðre ne dyde toforen him ne nan æfter him. Þa wearð Gildene Burh to
Wrecce Burh. Ða cusen þa munecas to abbot Brand prouost, forðan þæt he wæs swiðe
god man 7 swiðe wis, 7 senden him þa to Ædgar æðeling, forðan þet þe landfolc wendon
þæt he sceolde cyng wurðen, 7 se æðeling hit him geatte þa bliþolice. Þa þe cyng Willelm
geherde þæt secgen, þa wearð he swiðe wrað 7 sæde þæt se abbot him heafde forsegon.
Þa eodon gode men heom betwenen 7 sahtloden heom forðan þæt se abbot wæs goddera
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manne. Geaf þa þone cyng .xl. marc goldes to sahtnysse. 7 þa lifede he litle hwile
þæræfter buton þry gear. Syððon comen ealle dræuednysse 7 ealle ifele to þone mynstre.
God his gemyltse!53
Peterborough falls and becomes wretched, in the same way that the scribe of D believes that the
fall of England was due to the sins and wretchedness of its people, even though the next abbot
after Leofric, Brand, is considered to be a good man, and ætheling Edgar is well-liked by the
people. In E’s account of the year 1066, the cause for the fall of Peterborough is the same as the
cause for the fall of England: William. Part of the reasoning for the fall of Peterborough after the
Conquest is King William becoming angry that he was not the one to choose the abbot for
Peterborough and having 40 marks of gold given to him in reconciliation for being wronged.
William’s demand to have say in choosing Peterborough’s abbot violated the rights and
privileges that the monastery had enjoyed for centuries before.
As explored in Chapter 3, the monks at Peterborough believed that Peterborough had the
right to choose its own abbot and that no man should be able to ask Peterborough for any kind of
goods, money, or lands. The stripping away of these rights is part of the reason that the minster
descended into calamity and evil, and shows some of the reasoning behind the composition of
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Irvine, Chronicle, 87. In his day there was complete happiness and complete prosperity in Peterborough, and he
was beloved by all people, so that the king gave to St Peter and him the abbacy in Burton, and that of Coventry
which the earl Leofric, who was his uncle, had made earlier, and that of Crowland and that of Thorney. And he did
more to enrich the minster of Peterborough in gold and in silver and in vestments and in land, as no other man ever
did before him, or after him. Then ‘Golden Borough’ became ‘Wretched Borough’. The monks then chose Brand
the provost as abbot, because he was a very good man, and very wise, and then sent him to ætheling Edgar because
the local people thought he ought to become king, and the ætheling happily agreed it for him. Then when King
William heard tell of it, he became very angry, and said that the abbot had slighted him. Then good men went
between them and reconciled them, because the abbot was a rather good man; then [he] gave the king 40 marks of
gold in reconciliation; and then he lived on for only a little while thereafter, for only three years. Afterwards there
came calamity and evil on the minster. God have mercy on it!s (Swanton, Chronicle, 199).
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documents in the twelfth century endorsing Peterborough’s rights, status, and holdings; after all,
it is these things that made Peterborough ‘Golden Borough’ in Leofric’s time.
Another reason for the fall of Peterborough after 1066 can be seen when the monks at
Peterborough send their new chosen abbot Brand to ætheling Edgar for confirmation instead of
King William. It states in the Chronicle that Brand was sent to Edgar because, as the heir to the
West Saxon dynasty,54 the people thought that he should have been king instead of William; this
paints William as a tyrant who violates the autonomy of the English people in his denying them
the right to place their own Anglo-Saxon heir on the throne. He is not described as a good man
in this interpolation (as Brand is), and becomes angry when Peterborough attempts to operate the
way it has for centuries. In William imposing his will upon Peterborough and, by extension, all
of England, he strips both England and Peterborough of their right to self-determination, and the
loss of this right diminishes status that Peterbrorough had enjoyed for centuries. Thus Golden
Borough becomes Wretched Borough, the change in name reflecting the same change in the
monastery’s status, from something prosperous to something woeful.
This shift also reflects the larger deterioration of England as it becomes a ravaged
landscape ruled by a tyrannical king, as described in D:
7 Wyllelm eorl for eft ongean to Hæstingan, 7 geanbidode þær hwæðer man him to bugan
wolde, ac þa he ongeat þæt man him to cuman nolde, he for upp mid eallon his here þe
him to lafe wæs, 7 him syððan fram ofer sæ com, 7 hergade ealne þone ende þe he
oferferde, oð þæt he com to Beorhhamstede, 7 þær him com ongean Ealdred arcebiscop,
7 Eadgar cild, 7 Eadwine eorl, 7 Morkere eorl, 7 ealle þa betstan men of Lundene, 7
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bugon þa for neode þa mæst wæs to hearme gedon, 7 þæt wæs micel unræd þæt man æror
swa ne dyde, þa hit God betan nolde for urum synnum, 7 gysledan 7 sworon him aðas, 7
he heom behet þæt he wolde heom hold hlaford beon, 7 þeah onmang þisan hi hergedan
eall þæt hi oferforon.55
Despite William’s promises of good lordship after the Anglo-Saxon surrender, which came after
he had already done great harm to England and the Anglo-Saxon people, he raids and ravages all
of the lands that he comes across as he is being sworn in as king. Again, the D-scribe states that
the fall of England is due to the sins of the people, and that God had already pre-determined the
outcome of the conflict, yet the fate of England is still mourned here, using language comparable
to other Old English poems mourning the loss of lordship.
As Alice Sheppard states in her book Families of the King, Anglo-Saxon culture valued
highly close ties to lordship and the relationship between a lord and his people. When William
became king, he destroyed the bond built upon lordship by placing his power in castles and land
as opposed to a bond with his men, thus leaving the cultural identity of the Anglo-Saxon people
who were now under him as wretched and broken as the land:
In Old English poems such as Deor, the Ruin, the Wanderer, and the Seafarer, poems
that mourn the loss of lordship, the protagonist speaks of or from a ruined, barren
landscape that symbolizes his now broken bond with his lord, and his compelling
descriptions of this destroyed territory metonymically evoke the image of a country
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Cubbin, MS D, 81. And Earl William went back again to Hastings, and waited there to see whether he would be
submitted to; but when he realized that no-one was willing to come to him, he went inland with all of his raidingarmy which was left to him and [what] came to him afterwards from across the sea, and raided that region he
travelled across until he came to Berkhamsted. And there came to meet him Archbishop Aldred, and Prince Edgar,
and Earl Edwin, and Earl Morcar, and all the best men from London; and they submitted from necessity when the
most harm was done – and it was great folly that it was not done earlier, when God would not remedy matters
because of our sins – and gave hostages and swore him oaths, and he promised that he would be a loyal lord to them.
And yet in the middle of this they raided all that they went across, (Swanton, Chronicle, 200).
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without a lord. Such poetry neatly encapsulates what the William annalist presents as the
Anglo-Saxons’ situation. Ruled by a king who refuses to keep his promise of good
lordship, the Anglo-Saxons now inhabit a barren space in which they mourn the identity
given them by the varying representation of the king’s lordship tie.56
This destruction of Anglo-Saxons’ previous security due to William’s destruction of their land
and the bond of lordship that had been the foundation of Anglo-Saxon identity is seen both in D
on a national scale as well as in E on a local scale. The scribe of E mourns that same loss as
William forces Peterborough to allow him to choose their abbots and threatens Peterborough’s
properties, rights, and privileges. He goes so far as to describe Peterborough as “Wrecce Burh”,
drawing a direct link between the wretchedness of England after William’s conquest and the
monastery’s similar fate, emphasizing mourning and loss at a local level. E describes
Peterborough falling to calamity and evil, just as D describes England as a whole falling to the
calamity and evil of William, his army, and his reign.
This sense of loss in E is only compounded by the descriptions of the monastery’s
prosperous past under Leofric, stating that “on his dæg wæs ealle blisse 7 ealle gode on Burh,”
and that “he dyde swa mycel to gode into þæt mynstre of Burh on golde 7 on seolfre 7 on scrud 7
on lande swa nefre nan oðre ne dyde toforen him ne nan æfter him.” Under Leofric, the last
abbot before William’s reign, Peterborough, or “Gildene Burh,” knew such wealth and
prosperity as it never had before. This nostalgic praise of Leofric appears in Hugh Candidus’s
Latin Peterborough Chronicle as well:
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In his day this place was enriched beyond belief, with lands, gold, silver and divers
adornments, so that it was no longer called simply Burch, but deservedly Gildenburch,
which is to say “the Golden City.” For he was beloved alike by God and man, so all
good things flowed freely to him…. And, if a man loves God and does His will, it is no
wonder that he should be loved by men. He was so much loved by king Edward and
queen Edith, that for love of him they gave to S. Peter and to him, certain other abbeys.
namely: -- Burton and Coventry, which the Earl Leofric his uncle had built and greatly
enriched with gold and with silver, and also [sic] Croyland and Thorney besides, so that
he was abbot and shepherd of five monasteries.57
In both Latin and in English, the prosperity of Peterborough is directly tied to Leofric, and this
connection makes his death, directly linked to the Battle at Hastings, all the more more poignant.
Leofric, and therefore the prosperity of Peterborough, fell after the same battle that resulted in
the fall of England, thereby directly linking the West Saxon dynasty’s rule of Anglo-Saxon
England, and the people’s own Anglo-Saxon past, to the prosperity of Peterborough. England’s
fate is Peterborough’s, and Peterborough’s fate is England’s, thereby strengthening the bond of
Peterborough’s history to that of England as established by the interpolator through his copying
and composition of the Peterborough Chronicle.
The use of the English language to intertwine Peterborough’s history with England’s is
especially important in terms of the Conquest and the following years, because the English
Chronicle and Hugh’s Latin Chronicle paint very different pictures of both William and the
reasons for the fall of Peterborough. Hugh describes William in a positive light, and gives no
indication that the conquest of England was something negative:
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In those days, that is in the 13th year of the rule of Abbot Leofric, came William Duke of
Normandy and conquered England…. In the one thousandth and sixty-sixth year since
the Word was made Flesh, the proud duke already reigning, the bounds of the English
behold the tail of the comet.58
William is not seen as tyrannical, and he is not shown ravaging England – he simply conquers
England, and his only description is “proud.” Furthermore, Hugh does not connect William and
his conquest of England to the fate of Peterborough; rather, he states that Peterborough fell due
to the Devil:
Now while he was sick, the aforesaid Æthelric, who had been archbishop, was sitting at
vespers in church, intent as usual on his devotions, when there appeared to him the Devil
himself in visible guise, in the likeness of an imp of dreadful appearance, and said he
would soon triumph over the most exalted of them…. He said also that he would avenge
himself three times on the monks and the monastery, and likewise that he would first
drive out all the monks and give all the goods of the church to be despoiled. On another
occasion he boasted that he would give all the monastery to be destroyed by fire. These
two prophesies, as we know, were fulfilled.59
While the sin of the people is mentioned as contributing to the fall of England in the D
Chronicle, a spiritual reason for the fall of Peterborough is never mentioned in E’s account of the
year 1066. Hugh’s account is not only in stark contrast to the 1066 annals of both D and E, but
also to E’s portrayal of William in the annals following Conquest. This is significant because of
the linguistic divide between the two contrasting accounts of William and the Conquest; while
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both are valid languages for the recording of history, English is the enduring pillar of AngloSaxon culture, the voice of a people mourning the loss of prosperity and agency. As seen in later
annals describing the reign of William, such as those recording the creation of the Domesday
Book and William’s eulogy, English becomes the voice of dissent and mourning.

Annal 1085 and the Domesday Book

In the annal for the year 1085, E describes the creation of the Domesday book, a
document created under William that detailed every single item, livestock, and piece of land
owned in England:
Æfter þisum hæfde se cyng mycel geþeaht 7 swiðe deope spæce wið his witan ymbe þis
land, hu hit wære gesett oððe mid hwylcon mannon. Sende þa ofer eall Englaland into
ælcere scire his men 7 lett agan ut hu fela hundred hyda wæron innon þære scire oððe
hwet se cyng him sylf hæfde landes 7 orfes innan þam lande. oððe hwilce gerihtæ he ahte
to habbanne to .xii. monþum of ðære scire. Eac he lett gewritan hu mycel landes his
arcebiscops hæfdon 7 his leodbiscops 7 his abbods 7 his eorlas, 7 -- þeah ic hit lengre
telle -- hwæt oððe hu mycel ælc mann hæfde þe landsittende wæs innan Englalande on
lande oððe on orfe 7 hu mycel feos hit wære wurð. Swa swyðe nearwelice he hit lett
utaspyrian þæt næs an ælpig hide ne an gyrde landes ne furðon -- hit is sceame to
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tellanne, ac hit ne þuhte him nan sceame to donne -- an oxe ne an cu ne an swin næs
belyfon þæt næs gesæt on his gewrite; 7 ealle þa gewrita wæron gebroht to him syððan.60
In addition to William’s violation of Anglo-Saxon self-determination and lordship ties, the new
king of England here also violates his people on a monetary level. The description of the
creation of the Domesday book begins by stating that “hæfde se cyng mycel geþeaht 7 swiðe
deope spæce wið his witan ymbe þis land, hu hit wære gesett oððe mid hwylcon mannon.” The
description of William deep in thought with his council about the amount of land and people he
ruled over instills greed deep into William’s character from the very beginning. As the annal
goes on to describe the details his men were sent out to gather, the motivations behind such an
act become even clearer, first stating that one of the things William hoped to learn from this
survey was “hwilce gerihtæ he ahte to habbanne to .xii. monþum of ðære scire.” William wanted
to be sure of what kind of taxes would be owed to him annually and to know exactly how much
money he could expect from the people living on his land. Furthermore, he not only wants to
know what kind of dues he would be owed, but also “hwæt oððe hu mycel ælc mann hæfde þe
landsittende wæs innan Englalande on lande oððe on orfe 7 hu mycel feos hit wære wurð.”
William not only demanded to know how much was owed to him, but also how much every
person under his rule owned – his greed, the annalist suggests, knows no bounds.
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Irvine, MS E, 94. After this the king had a great thought and very deep conversation with his council about this
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Chronicle, 216).
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The scribe compounds the shame of his greed by going on to state that William left
nothing unaccounted for, “ne furðon -- hit is sceame to tellanne, ac hit ne þuhte him nan sceame
to donne -- an oxe ne an cu ne an swin næs belyfon þæt næs gesæt on his gewrite.” The listing
of every small item that William demanded to be recorded is a clever use of language to
emphasize the shocking lengths to which the king is willing to go to establish his power and
satisfy his greed. The amount of description in this section is noteworthy, especially compared
to earlier Chronicle entries, including E’s description of Conquest in the 1066 annal. The
repetition and the author’s own interjection, directly stating how shameful William’s actions
were, presents a subjective view of this point in England’s history that invites feelings of disgust
and dislike towards William and his reign.
The author’s more personal opinion of William is important here because the Chronicler
ties William to the wretchedness that befell both England and Peterborough. Clearly William is
the reason for the negative events that followed Conquest, as his cultural violation of the AngloSaxons through greed and a thirst for power is tied to these events through both proximity and
the development of his character in E. For instance, in the same year William creates the
Domesday book, pestilence overtakes England:
7 þæs ilcan geares wæs swiðe hefelic gear 7 swiðe swincfull 7 sorhfull gear innan
Englelande on orfcwealme, 7 corn 7 wæstmas wæron ætstandene, 7 swa mycel ungelimp
on wæderunge swa man naht æðelice geþencean ne mæg, swa stor þunring 7 lægt wes
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swa þæt hit acwealde manige men. 7 aa hit wyrsode mid mannan swiðor 7 swiðor.
Gebete hit God elmihtiga þonne his willa sy!61
Like the direct connection between Abbot Leofric and Peterborough’s prosperity in 1066 E
explored earlier in the chapter, this annal draws a direct correlation between William’s rule and
misfortune throughout all of England. The fate of Peterborough is amplified to a national scale,
as England becomes a wasteland, as it does in D. The land is now as barren and wretched as
Peterborough(now “Wrecce Burh”) and the English people in the aftermath of William’s
conquest, greed, and destruction. By placing the description of Peterborough’s wretchedness
before the description of England’s wretchedness, the scribe of E frames the larger downfall of
England against the local events that occurred at Peterborough and thereby elevates
Peterborough’s status within England’s history; to the scribe, and to the readers of E,
Peterborough’s history is important to the rest of England’s history, and it is only after
Peterborough became “wretched” that the rest of England met the same fate.

Annal 1086 and “The Rime of William”

The story of England’s fall under William climaxes in E’s annal for the year 1086, where
the scribe further laments England’s fate with a heartfelt recounting of William’s horrid
character and tyrannical lordship, culminating in an elegiac poem, the only poem present in (and
also unique to) E, which details the wretchedness of William and his rule. The poem, untitled in
the manuscript, is known today as “The Rime of William”:
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Castelas he let wyrcean

7 earme men swiðe swencean.

Se cyng wæs swa swiðe stearc

7 benam of his underþeoddan manig marc

goldes 7 ma hundred punda seolfres.
Ðet he nam be wihte

7 mid mycelan unrihte

of his landleode for littelre neode.
He wæs on gitsunge befeallan, 7 grædinæsse he lufode mid ealle.
He sætte mycel deorfrið,

7 he lægde laga þærwið

þæt swa hwa swa sloge heort oððe hinde,
He forbead þa heortas

þæt hine man sceolde blendian.

swylce eac þa baras;

swa swiðe he lufode þa headeor

swilce he wære heora fæder.

Eac he sætte be þam haran

þet hi mosten freo faran.

His rice men hit mændon,

7 þa earme men hit beceorodan.

Ac he wæs swa stið

þæt he ne rohte heora eallra nið,

ac hi moston mid ealle
gif hi woldon libban

þes cynges wille folgian
oððe land habban,

land oððe eahta oððe wel his sehta.
Walawa, þet ænig man

sceolde modigan swa,

hine sylf upp ahebban

7 ofer ealle men tellan.

Se ælmihtiga God

cyþæ his saule mildheortnisse
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7 do him his synna forgifenesse!62
This poem is remarkable in its divergence from conventional Anglo-Saxon alliterative poetry,
which is defined by strict metrical form. Each line of classical Anglo-Saxon verse consists of
two half-lines divided by a caesura, with each line consisting of two stressed syllables and two or
more unstressed syllables; the first stressed syllable of the second half-line must alliterate with at
least one stressed syllable of the first half-line.63 Take, for example, the poem “The Capture of
the Five Boroughs,” present in the 942 annal of manuscripts ABC:
Her Eadmund cyning, Engla þeoden,
maga mundbora,

Myrce geode,

dyre dædfruma,

swa Dor scadeƿ,

Hwitanwylles geat

7 Humbra ea,

brada brimstream.

Burga fife,

Ligoraceaster 7 Lindcylene
7 Snotingaham,

swylce Stanford,

eac Deoraby. Dæne wæran ær
under Norðmannum nyde gebegde
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on hæþenra

hæfteclommum

lange þraga,

oþ hie alysde eft

See Irvine, MS E, 98. He had castles built / and wretched men oppressed. / The king was so very stark / and seized
from his subject men many a mark / of gold, and more hundreds of pounds of silver / that he took by weight, and
with great injustice / from his land’s nation with little need. / He was fallen into avarice, / and he loved greediness
above all. / He set up great game-preserves, and he laid down laws for them, / that whosoever killed hart or hind / he
was to be blinded. / He forbade [hunting] the harts, so also the boars; / he loved the stags so very much, / as if he
were their father; / also he was so severe that he did not care about the enmity of all of them; / but they must wholly
follow the king’s will / if they wanted to live or have land -- / land or property or his good favour. / Alas, woe, that
any man should be so proud, / raise up and reckon himself over all men. / May the Almighty God shew mercy to his
soul / and grant him forgiveness of his sins (Swanton, Chronicle, 221).
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for his weorþscipe

wiggendra hleo,

afera Eadweardes,

Eadmund cyning.64

This poem is typical of the Anglo-Saxon style, both in form and in content. Take, for example,
the line, “dyre dædfruma,

swa Dor scadeƿ.” Note how the line is divided into two half-lines,

each with two stressed syllables – dyre and dæd in the first and Dor and scadeƿ in the second.
Because Dor is the first stressed syllable of the second half-line, the stressed syllables in the first
must begin with ‘d’ in order to alliterate – dyre, dæd, Dor. Furthermore, the poem speaks of
triumph and victory and utilizes style in order to characterize modern events in the light of the
heroic past: according to Renee Trilling, “[These verses] give the impression of voices
spontaneously raised in songs of praise for noble leaders, whereas in reality the traditional form
and heroic content of these verses capitalize on popular cultural memory to foster an image of
the Anglo-Saxons as not only the inheritors but the fulfillment of ancestral glory.”65 The usage
of traditional Anglo-Saxon poetic form in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle functions as a powerful
political tool, utilizing the cultural memory of the historic past to glorify contemporary events
and thereby the Anglo-Saxon people (namely the West Saxon dynasty) as a whole. In these
ways, “The Capture of the Five Boroughs” is a highly conventional poem.
While still written in English, “The Rime of William” strays from traditional AngloSaxon verse. For example, consider the line, “Se cyng wæs swa swiðe stearc / 7 benam of his
underþeoddan manig marc.” Note how this line is not divided by stress or alliteration, but rather
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by rhyme with “stearc” and “marc.” Where rhyme is atypical in traditional Anglo-Saxon verse,
the form of “The Rime of William” relies on the usage of rhyming couplets. If poetry is utilized
as a political and historical tool in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, then what does the shift in form
here signify? The rhyming form is not endemic to England, but rather came with the Norman
French during their conquest. The influence of French poetic traditions on English verse is
found almost exclusively in Chronicle manuscripts descended from the Northern exemplar – D
and E – with the construction of regular rhymed couplets, such as those that make up the Rime of
William. These rhyming Chronicle poems signify a shift in Anglo-Saxon poetic form as well as
the transition into the Middle English form.66 That is not to say, however, that English culture
and history died with traditional Old English verse – rather they were adapted to a new form.
When examining the content of the “Rime of William” as opposed to that of the “Capture
of the Five Boroughs,” the former is more homiletic than heroic, more of a commentary on
contemporary events than a commemoration through the lens of heroic cultural memory. The
poet describes William’s greed and his actions against England, how “Se cyng wæs swa swiðe
stearc / 7 benam of his underþeoddan manig marc / goldes 7 ma hundred punda seolfres. / Ðet he
nam be wihte / 7 mid mycelan unrihte / of his landleode / for littelre neode.” This is in stark
contrast to the description of King Edmund in “The Capture of the Five Boroughs,” where he is
described as “Engla þeoden,/ maga mundbora.” Whereas Edmund is glorified as a hero within
an Anglo-Saxon poetic tradition, William and his actions are condemned and the fate of England
under his rule mourned. It is not for lack of faith that England suffers, as described in annals for
the year 1066 throughout the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle; rather, the blame lies upon William. The
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direct connection between William and the fate of England emphasizes both his failure as a ruler
and his disregard for the English people and their culture.
Rhyming verse was not used for William’s elegy only because he was a Norman king –
the English also utilized this adapted foreign form as a voice of dissent and lamentation within
the poetic canon. While traditional Anglo-Saxon verse utilizes cultural nostalgia to glorify the
past, the rhyming verse form memorializes traumatic events in order to evoke emotion and
inspire reflection from within the safety of an aesthetic object, and though the form is foreign, it
still utilizes the English language during a time when little else in English exists.67 Therefore the
“Rime of William” gives a distinctly English voice to the lament of William, both
acknowledging the failure of the West Saxon dynasty and the heroic past but recognizing the
endurance (and loss) of the English people through conquest, famine, and foreign rule.
Furthermore, the presence of this poem only in E indicates the inseparability of
Peterborough and England. While the poem and the 1086 annal both focus on the fate of
England as a whole, the 1066 annal links the fate of England with the fate of Peterborough –
where Peterborough falls and becomes wretched, so, too, does England. Here, Peterborough
speaks for all of England, giving voice to the lament of the English and exemplifying their
perseverance through conquest and foreign rule.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
For Peterborough, the use of English was important for maintaining the ancestral
privileges of the abbey as well as elevating the status of the local history of Peterborough to
equal that of England itself. It furthermore offered the composer a vehicle for lamenting the fate
of England under foreign rule and acknowledging the persistence of English post-Conquest. It
was not only the high status of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle as a record of English history that
allowed the monks at Peterborough to use the Chronicle as a medium for these tasks, but also
the ways in which the vernacular had become so tied to the local and national past of England.
In the interpolation for the annal of the year 675, one can see the usage of language and
the Chronicle in both a historical and legal sense – utilizing the authority of the Chronicle in
order to protect rights and privileges of Peterborough that before had been granted and
maintained through tradition (or through lost documents). It is also in this entry that one can
clearly see the duality of purpose of the interpolations in the Peterborough Chronicle; they were
meant to both stand out and fit in, with more archaic forms of English designed to fit the
interpolation at a much earlier point in history, while the length would clearly indicate that this
interpolation was meant to draw attention to Peterborough’s ancestry.
The language for the annal for 1066 continues this emphasis on Peterborough’s history.
While the language used to describe the actual conquest of England by William the Conqueror is
surprisingly brief, the consequent fall of Peterborough, from Gildene Burh to Wrecce Burh,
utilizes descriptions of lament and woe to evoke a sense of mourning. It is important that the
fate of Peterborough is emphasized over the fate of England in this annal, because here the two
are delicately intertwined; when the destruction of Anglo-Saxon identity and homeland is
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described in later annals, a reader gets the sense that what events befall Peterborough will soon
befall England – where Peterborough suffers, England suffers as well. This emphasizes the
important status of Peterborough throughout all of England as described by the granting of rights
and privileges as The Mother Church in the interpolation of the annal for 675. Peterborough is
an integral part of England’s venerable and ancestral past.
The language for the post-Conquest annals detailing the creation of the Domesday book
and the composer’s personal disgust towards the actions and character of William the Conquerer
encapsulates that usage of English in relation to a greater Anglo-Saxon identity, one prior to
Norman hegemony, in addition to the local status of Peterborough. Through the Chronicle and
its loyalty to English, the composer can fully lament Willaim’s decimation of the lordship ties
that were so essential to the past Anglo-Saxon culture through the use of extremely personal
language and poetry, both of which are striking in a historical document. It is only through the
English language, the greatest and most enduring remnant of the Anglo-Saxon past in the years
following the conquest of England, that the composer of the Peterborough Chronicle mourns the
loss of the ancestral privileges of his abbey, the violation of his country and his kinsmen at the
hands of a greedy king, and the decimation of the lordship ties that stood as a pillar of AngloSaxon culture.
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Images of MS E Annal 675

Figure 2 MS. Laud Misc. 636 fol. 017v 228.1 34
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Figure 3 MS. Laud Misc. 636 fol. 018r 228.1 35
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Figure 4 MS. Laud Misc. 636 fol. 018r 228.1 36
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Figure 5 MS. Laud Misc. 636 fol. 018r 228.1 37
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